Project Manager at the Exponential Roadmap Initiative
We are looking for a mission driven project manager with strong entrepreneurial and
organizational skills. Would you like to collaborate with world-leading businesses and
science organizations by establishing and driving game-changing climate action projects
with exponential scaling potential?
Please send your application (CV and Cover Letter) to hello@exponentialroadmap.org.
Review of applications and recruitment is handled on an ongoing basis.
About the role
As a project manager, you will establish and drive unique, game-changing business and
climate action projects with exponential scaling potential. You will work together with
engaged team members in a wide array of tasks. The role involves multi-stakeholder
coordination, primarily with our member companies and climate organizations. You will be
directly involved in setting a strategy, roadmap and plan to drive projects from starting point
to delivery. All projects are anchored in the latest climate science, aiming to accelerate
climate action and solutions exponentially to halve global emissions by 2030. Key
responsibilities include but are not limited to:
●
●
●
●
●

Establishing projects, projects plan, organization, structure and project team.
Multi-stakeholder coordination and stakeholder management
Collaboration and building up teams
Conducting trainings, events and workshops
Report results to key stakeholders.

We are looking for:
A project manager with an entrepreneurial mindset and a broad skill set accustomed to
driving both innovation and development projects with multiple stakeholders. Specific skills
and abilities include:
● Very strong project management with skill set for multi-stakeholder projects
● Highly organized and result-driven with excellent time management skills
● Ability to work effectively in a team environment
● Flexibility and motivation to take on big challenges
● High work ethic, problem-solving skills and critical thinking
● Entrepreneurial skills to build projects and operations
● Reporting skills and experience

●

Share our mission to contribute to our global mission to halve emissions by 2030

Education and experience:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Relevant Bachelor’s/Master's Degree with strong grades
Experience in establishing and driving multi-stakeholder projects applying agile and
lean-start-up methodologies
Experience from working with business customers and other stakeholders
Professional proficiency in English
Excellent track record in achieving concrete results in demanding environments.
Climate and sustainability knowledge and insight

We are open to other backgrounds and degrees if we find the right person. Although, it is
not required for you to know all of these areas, the more you do know about each of them even at a basic level – the better.

Terms:
Location: The team is primarily based in Stockholm, Sweden. We apply certain flexibility
regarding time and place.
Hours: Full time
Contract type: employment. With 6-months probation period
Application closes: Review of applications and recruitment handled on an ongoing basis.

About the Exponential Roadmap Initiative
Exponential Roadmap Initiative (ERI) is supporting innovative, transformative and disruptive
companies to halve greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions before 2030 through exponential
climate action and solutions. ERI’s members represent +900BN USD in revenue and +1.8M
employees and the initiative works with members such as Netflix, Google, Spotify and IKEA.
Since launching the concept of Carbon Law in 2017, and joining Race to Zero as a Partner in
2020, ERI has continued to widely communicate the urgency of halving global emissions.
Exponential Roadmap has helped its members to understand how to take action through:
●

Issuing the new 1.5°C Business Playbook with four Race to Zero-aligned climate pillars,
supporting companies toward exponential climate action.

●

Launching the 1.5°C Supply Chain Leaders: the 1.5°C Supply Chain Leaders work
together to drive climate action throughout global supply chains and support small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) through the SME Climate Hub, understanding
the need to work with and support suppliers to halve emissions before 2030 and
achieve net zero emissions before 2050. Together they have launched the 1.5°C
Supplier Engagement Guide, a collaborative platform to engage with suppliers to

halve GHG emissions before 2030
●

Launching Solutions House at Climate Week New York: Solutions House is dedicated
to climate answers only, hosted by Futerra, the Exponential Roadmap Initiative and
Google during Climate Week in NYC 2022. From September 19th - 23rd, overlooking
Madison Square Park, something very special happened. Leaders, experts,
entrepreneurs, youth activists, storytellers, innovators and influencers gathered with
one objective: driving exponential solutions to climate change.

●

Hosting Exponential Summits – including the Exponential Race To Zero & Exponential
Climate Action Summit at Stockholm+50, with 30 million unique Twitter viewers.

Exponential Roadmap Initiative is anchored in the latest climate science, working closely
with Stockholm Resilience Centre, WWF and Potsdam Institute of Climate Impact Research,
whose director Johan Rockström is Co-Chair of the Exponential Roadmap Initiative together
with Johan Falk CEO and co-founder.. The initiative is an accredited partner of the United
Nations’ Race to Zero campaign.

